
 

 

 

 

 

 

MNSi Telecom Bringing Fibre to LaSalle 

LASALLE, ON (February 15, 2019) - Today, MNSi Telecom announced that it will bring its all-fibre broadband 

network directly to The Town of LaSalle in a deployment expected to take about two years to complete. 

 

MNSi’s fibre roll-out is the company's single largest infrastructure buildout since being founded in 1995 and 

provides customers with a direct link to the fibre source. This advanced network brings fibre optic technology 

directly to homes and business. 

 

For LaSalle, this build means that nearly 10,000 homes will qualify for MNSi’s Fibre lines and be able to 

subscribe to incredibly fast Internet, crystal clear phone lines and affordable television services (coming 

soon). Through underground work or aerial cables, MNSi will bring a Fibre line to each residence in the 

service area at no cost or no obligation to the homeowner. During the process, if underground work is done, 

the company is committed to returning all properties to current municipal standards in a timely manner. 

 

“LaSalle has waited a long time for faster speeds and better prices and we’re extremely excited to offer 

residents a local alternative to the big telecom companies,” says Clayton Zekelman, owner of MNSi Telecom. 

“Our engineering team has worked hard for the past two years on the plans to deploy Fibre across LaSalle 

and we’re excited to bring Fibre technology the town.” 

 

MNSi Telecom currently has plans to deploy Fibre to homes circling from Todd Lane and Sprucewood Avenue 

to the North, the 401 to the East, Front Avenue to the West, and Jewel Street to the South. The work is 

expected to take about two years to complete, but some construction has already started around Sandwich 

Parkway and Highway 3. Rushwood Crescent, the first area to be activated, was completed in January. 

 

MNSi is a local Windsor-based company that has been providing Internet services to Windsor and the 

surrounding areas since 1995.  Technical support and customer service teams are based in Windsor, with no 

off shore or outsourced call centres. 

 

Visit www.mnsi.net for more information. 
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